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Information Extraction (IE) is the technique for transforming textual data into structured representation that can be understood by machines. It is a crucial technique in enabling the Semantic
Web, where increasing interest has been seen in recent years. This article reports recent progress
in the LODIE project - Linked Open Data for Information Extraction, aimed at advancing Web
IE to a new frontier by exploiting largely available, semantically annotated, Linked Open Data
as background knowledge. We cover topics of wrapper induction, IE from semi-structured content such as tables and lists, and IE from free-text. We describe new challenges in the research
and methods proposed to address them, together with summaries of recent evaluations showing
encouraging results.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As today’s Web grows into a gigantic data source, the answers to our ‘data’ needs could be
just a few clicks away. However, precisely locating the data and more importantly, deriving
information and knowledge (i.e., ‘sense-making’) from large amount of data remains a
major challenge, as today’s Web is predominantly developed for human consumption with
little consideration of machine-readability. To address this challenge, the last decade has
seen increasing research on Information Extraction on the Web [Etzioni et al. 2004; Etzioni
et al. 2008; Carlson et al. 2010; Freedman et al. 2011; Nakashole et al. 2011; Balog and
Serdyukov 2011], the goal of which is automatically transforming the classic humans’ Web
into structured representation that can be understood by machines.
Set out to bring the research to a new frontier, we introduced LODIE - Linked Open Data
for Information Extraction [Ciravegna et al. 2012], a Web IE project focusing on exploiting
largely available Linked Open Data (LOD, or Linked Data in short) as background knowledge to build unsupervised, scalable models for IE on the Web. Linked Data1 describes best
practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting data following universal protocols including
URIs and RDF, such that the data can be easily integrated and re-used2 . The emergence
of LOD has opened an opportunity to reshape Web-scale IE technologies. The underlying
1 linkeddata.org.
2 The

term also refers to the actual data that follow the practice and that are exposed on the Web.
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multi-billion triple data make an ideal resource to support Web IE because it is: (1) very
large scale, (2) constantly growing, (3) covering multiple domains and (4) being used to
annotate a growing number of pages that can be exploited for training IE models.
Although recent years have seen increasing interest of using LOD in some IE-related tasks
[Limaye et al. 2010; Balog and Serdyukov 2011; Mulwad et al. 2013], LODIE researches
the usage of LOD in various Web IE tasks and at different IE stages. Figure 1 shows an
overview of the LODIE architecture, which has been described in details in [Ciravegna
et al. 2012]. In general, LODIE studies (1) how to use LOD to train Web IE models, or
more specifically: how to support users to define their IE tasks using as templates, hundreds
of thousands of schemata used for describing LOD on the Web and how to identify from
the multi-billion triple data, those specific parts to build IE models for their tasks (define
IE template and gather seed data); (2) how to filter noisy data and select the most representative and sufficiently large subset for learning, as the largely automatically generated
LOD is shown to contain errors and redundancy [Halpin and Hayes 2010; Gentile et al.
2013] (data filtering); (3) how to approach learning in different IE tasks depending on
different levels of structurality in content and how the above two points are addressed in
each specific task (multi-strategy learning).

Fig. 1.

Overview of the LODIE architecture.

As proof-of-concept, we have previously demonstrated methods on IE template definition
and seed gathering [Blomqvist et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013], and
learning from structured Web content [Gentile et al. 2013]. In [Blomqvist et al. 2013;
Zhang et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013], we described methods of building re-usable and
extensible ontology components to reflect their usage patterns on LOD, while coping with
data heterogeneity. Built on the idea of ontology design patterns [Gangemi and Presutti
2010; Nuzzolese et al. 2011], these ontological components enable users to use existing
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schemata from LOD to define their IE tasks, hence avoiding the vocabulary gap [Freitas
et al. 2013] and enabling seamless integration of the IE output with existing data on the
Web. In [Gentile et al. 2013], we introduced a noise-robust wrapper induction method that
is able to extract information from regular, re-occurring structures on a set of Web pages in
an unsupervised way, benefiting from the largely available LOD datasets as seeds to train
a model.
This article follows up our previous work in LODIE and provides an up-to-date overview of
the recent development in the project, including methods on: data filtering to train wrapper
induction more efficiently and effectively; IE from tables and lists using a bootstrapping
learning approach (which partially addresses the data filtering problem) to improve efficiency and using LOD as features in learning to boost accuracy; and using triples from
LOD to seed IE from free-form texts. The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work; Section 3 to 5 summarises the above mentioned
development in details. Section 6 concludes this article.
2.

RELATED WORK

LODIE is most closely related to Web-scale IE methods, the most well-known of which
includes Snowball [Agichtein et al. 2001], StatSnowball [Zhu et al. 2009], KnowItAll [Etzioni et al. 2004; Etzioni et al. 2008], ExtremeExtraction [Freedman et al. 2011], NELL
[Carlson et al. 2010] and PROSPERA [Nakashole et al. 2011]. These methods are limited
in a number of ways, which LODIE aims to tackle. First, current methods require as input
a ‘template’ or ‘schema’ defining concepts and relations of interest in an IE task. However,
since users may define their schemata using different vocabularies, re-using the extraction
output from different Web IE systems usually requires aligning the different schemata and
integrating the extracted data [Wijaya et al. 2013]. LODIE tackles this issue by enabling
users to re-use existing schemata that are already used for publishing LOD on the Web.
Another problem that stems from the definition of an IE template is the provision of learning examples for every concept and relation. These are essential ‘seed’ data to bootstrap
learning and are typically manually provided. LODIE alleviates this problem by benefiting
from the gigantic, fast growing LOD not only as a source of seed data, but also a general background knowledge source providing potentially useful features for learning. IE
templates defined with schemata from the LOD also make it straightforward to retrieve
corresponding training data.
Further, almost all methods - with the exception of NELL - extracts information from
unstructured content in free-text form only, while NELL also handles list structures. However, free-text IE is insufficient as today’s Web uses extensively rich structures for content
presentation. The example Web page shown in Figure 2 consists of sections displaying
content following certain structured template that is typically site-specific and consistent
(Part 1), content embedded in structured HTML elements such as tables (Part 2), and also
unstructured paragraphs (Part 3). Note that the structures in the first two parts of the Web
page carry crucial clues for extracting and interpreting the embedded content. Free-text IE
techniques are often found to fail on such content [Lu et al. 2013; Mulwad et al. 2013].
LODIE aims at more comprehensive, multi-strategy Web IE extracting information from
(1) regular, re-occurring, website-specific and consistent structures (Part 1 of Figure 2) usSIGWEB Newsletter Summer 2014
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ing wrapper induction techniques [Kushmerick 1997; Gentile et al. 2013]; (2) structured
HTML components carrying implicit semantics such as tables and lists (Part 2 of Figure 2
using table and list interpretation techniques [Limaye et al. 2010; Mulwad et al. 2013];
(3) unstructured text using free-text IE techniques [Zhou et al. 2005; Nadeau and Sekine
2007].

Fig. 2.

Excerpts from an IMDB Web page about a film.

For each of the three component, a plethora of literature is available. While comparing and
contrasting against them is not the focus of this article, the methods proposed in LODIE
differentiate from the rest on two grounds: innovative usage of LOD for IE and the ability
to filter noise from vast amount of data and identify most useful part of data to support
learning (data filtering).
3.

WRAPPER INDUCTION

One of the common techniques in Web IE is known as wrappers. A wrapper is generally
a set of rules designed to extract data from a specific set of (semi-)structured documents
that share structural similarities. They are found particularly useful for extracting information from entity-centric Web pages, usually embedded in website-specific, re-occurring
structures such as Part 1 in Figure 2. We previously introduced an unsupervised wrapper
induction method based on the principle of learning from large amount of (potentially)
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noisy training data created by automatic dictionary-based annotation. The process begins
by creating a large dictionary gazetteer for each concept of interest using triples from the
LOD, then blindly annotating a corpus by matching every entry in the dictionary with text
in the corpus, finally pruning the annotations and generalising extraction rules as wrappers.
We showed that this simple method can obtain high accuracy with F1 between 60-100%,
confirming the benefits of using very large amount of LOD in IE tasks: one does not need
sohpisticated learning models in this task as the large amount of data will ‘explain’ themselves.
As follow-up research, we discovered that one limitation of the approach is its dependence
on the quality of dictionary gazetteers. With the presence of ‘noisy’ entries (e.g., due to
ambiguity), false positive annotations can be created, leading to false extraction patterns
generalised. To illustrate, consider we are to extract film directors from Web pages like
Figure 2. Since it is common to see multi-role professionals in the film industry, a person
could be a director in one film but a writer, or actor/actress in another. As a result, a ‘director’ dictionary may contain ambiguous entries that in this very specific example, cause
names of ‘Writer’ or ‘Starring’ to be annotated. Another issue is that many different dictionary entries contributed to redundant generation of the same extraction patterns, costing
computation with little benefits.
To address the first issue, we proposed novel strategies to (1) reduce the number of dictionary entries likely to produce false annotations (bad seeds), and (2) detect unreliable
extraction patterns independently from the seeds that contributed to the generalisation of
those patterns. For (1), the principle is to discard entries that are syntactically incompatible (e.g., belong to a datatype (date, number) that is not the majority for a dictionary) or
semantically ambiguous (e.g., found in different dictionaries each denoting different semantic concepts). For (2), the principle is to favour extraction patterns that are generated
by a large fraction of dictionary entries, that are applicable to large proportion of the input
corpus, and that extract diverse values from the corpus. To address the second issue, we
proposed to use an incremental, iterative learning approach that in each turn, learns from a
handful of random entries in dictionary, until no new extraction patterns can be generated.
Experiments have shown that these strategies further improved learning accuracy, with an
F1 of 0.85 when considering domains and websites where dictionaries can be generated
using Linked Data, while reducing computation. Details of this part of research can be
found in [Gentile et al. 2014]
4.

TABLE AND LIST INTERPRETATION

Table and list interpretation deals with HTML table and list structures that are used to
carry relational data, rather than formatting purposes. LODIE particularly focuses on table
structures, which are more generic since lists can be considered as single column tables
without headers. Formally, table interpretation annotates tabular data at three levels: (1)
label columns with semantic concepts or properties of concepts that best describe the data
contained; (2) identify the semantic relations between columns; and (3) link name mentions
in table content cells with named entities in existing knowledge bases (disambiguation).
Table interpretation in LODIE addresses two major limitations in state-of-the-art. First,
existing methods have predominantly adopted an exhaustive strategy for learning. For exSIGWEB Newsletter Summer 2014
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ample, to label the columns shown in Part 2 in Figure 2, they disambiguate every content
cell in each column to derive candidate concepts. While in this very case, the original table
contains over 50 rows. However, as a human reader, we can confidently label the columns
(actor/actress and character played) seeing merely those three rows shown in the figure
thanks to the context and our ability to infer with partial data. This ability can largely improve table interpretation efficiency. Second, state-of-the-art are almost exclusively based
on two types of features: those derived from triple datasets and those derived from table
components such as header text, and row content. LODIE also looks at document context
that tables occur in (i.e., around and outside tables e.g., captions, page titles), which offers
equally useful clues for interpretation.
To address the first limitation, LODIE proposes an incremental, bootstrapping approach
that firstly learns to label table columns using partial data in the column. A method for
automatically selecting the optimal part of data is also proposed. The outcome from this
process can be low in accuracy, but is used as a ‘stepping stone’ to guide interpretation of
the remaining data in the table. This generates an ‘initial’ interpretation of the table, which
is then revised iteratively in an ‘update’ process that reinforces the mutual dependency
between the different sub-annotation tasks (e.g., cell disambiguation generates candidate
concepts for column annotation, which in return, also provides clues for disambiguation)
to improve learning accuracy. To address the second limitation, LODIE proposes a generic
feature model able to use various types of table context in learning. In particular, this
include features from specific LOD datasets, as well as the pre-defined semantic markups
within Web pages such as RDFa/Microdata3 annotations providing important information
about the Web pages and tables they contain.
Evaluation on the largest collection of table interpretation datasets known to date has shown
that it significantly improves baseline exhaustive models by up to 42% in F1, while reducing CPU time by up to 29%. Details of this part of work is described in [Zhang 2014].
5.

FREE-TEXT IE

Free text information extraction aims at extracting information from free-form natural language texts, such as HTML paragraph elements. In the recent progress, we focused on
extracting relations from text. Our approach for relation extraction is based on the distant
supervision paradigm [Mintz et al. 2009], which leverages on seed entities from knowledge
bases to automatically annotate training data. The distant supervision assumption is that
if two entities participate in a relation, any sentence that contains those two entities might
express that relation.
LODIE addresses the following limitations of existing approaches: First, the distant supervision paradigm is imprecise and thus introduces noise - not all entity pairs which appear
together in a sentence express the same relation. As an example, The Beatles released
an album ‘Let it Be’ containing the song ‘Let it Be’. At the stage of annotating training
data, it is unclear if sentences containing both ‘The Beatles’ and ‘Let it Be’ should be
used as training data for ‘album’ or ‘song’. Using it for both will inevitably introduce
noise. We propose to automatically detect and discard ambiguous seeds to reduce this
3 E.g.,

with the schema.org vocabulary
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noise. While there are already some approaches which attempt to reduce noise when automatically generating training data [Surdeanu et al. 2012][Roth and Klakow 2013][Riedel
et al. 2010], those approaches are based on complex multi-stage machine learning models.
Instead of trying to address the problem of noisy training data by using more complicated
multi-stage machine learning models, we want to examine how background information
extracted from LOD can be even further exploited by testing if simple statistics based on
data already present in the LOD can help to filter unreliable training data. The statistics
aim at assessing how likely seeds are ambiguous. Our hypothesis is that prominant values
such as ‘pop’ for music genre are likely to be ambiguous. Evaluations on a Web crawl
corpus support this hypothesis, with our best performing model achieving a precision of
0.8, whereas the same setting without filtering seeds scored a precision of 0.75 [Augenstein
2014b; 2014a].
Further, we study distant supervision in the Web context, where text content contains more
noise such as spelling or grammar mistakes, and also for broader scope of domains and
entity classes. Previous work however, has mainly focused on standard entity classes (e.g.,
PERSON, ORGANIZATION) in the news domain. Compared to the method by Mintz et
al. [Mintz et al. 2009], who use the Stanford named entity tagger to recognise standard
entity classes, we manage to recognise about twice as many entities using our own entity
recogniser [Augenstein 2014a].
Lastly, we also find that the distant supervision assumption is quite restrictive: it requires
both subject and object of a relation to be mentioned in a sentence explicitly. Using existing
coreference resolution models did not significantly improve recall, however, we report
positive results on a different approach for solving this by relaxing the distant supervision
assumption. The new relaxed assumption is: ‘if two entities participate in a relation, any
paragraph that contains those two entities might express that relation, even if they are not
in the same sentence, provided that another sentence in the paragraph in itself contains a
relationship for the same subject.’ This reduced the precision for our baseline model from
0.75 to 0.7, but resulted in three times the number of extractions [Augenstein 2014a].

6.

CONCLUSION

This article discussed recent progress in LODIE, a project aimed at addressing complex
Web IE tasks exploiting large amount of Linked Open Data on the Web. LODIE uses
Linked Data to support various IE tasks, and at different stages of a task. So far, LODIE
has developed methods and techniques of supporting users in defining their IE task templates, identifying data to seed learning, multi-strategy learning including wrapper induction, table and list interpretation and free-text IE methods, and data filtering and selection
techniques specific to each learning components. An extensive set of experiments has
shown that, on the one hand, the vast amount of Linked Data creates significant potential
for building Web IE methods; on the other hand, being able to filter noise and identify the
most optimal subset from this gigantic data source brings additional benefits to learning.
Future work will target at two directions: (1) strengthen multi-strategy learning by continuing the development of each learning learning and introducing methods of integrating
them to produce coherent output; (2) publishing extracted information as triples onto the
LOD cloud, and address potential data integration challenges.
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